
Robotic Requirements

Build your own Digital Assistant
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YOU WILL NEED
To be successful in this workshop…

This will be a hands-on lab that will require you to 
follow instructions to setup and build applications 

A Laptop

SSID:

This will be a hands-on lab that will require you to 
build applications and follow directions

WiFi Access

Conference_Wifi
W!F!_P@$$w0rdPassword:

To reduce complications and incompatibility please 
use Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge internet 

browsers for this lab 

Supported Internet Browser
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Introductions

Who are you? / Where are you from?

What do you do?

What do you want from this workshop?

What is your biggest pet peeve?
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What Tools Do You Use?

Communication & 
Collaboration

Requirements 
Documentation

Documentation 
Storage

Task Management
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Workshop 
Output

Showcase available applications and 
automation tools commonly available 

to increase the knowledge, skillset 
and curiosity of everyone in the room

Utilize Microsoft 365 and the Microsoft 
Power Platform to build automated 

tools that will immediately help  
Business Analysts in their roles
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Workshop Sequence

Set up and Configure a Microsoft Enterprise trial to utilize 
common apps & contain all our building materials 

Initializing…

Create automation to systematically create user stories 
from emails, Teams messages and forms 

Documenting…

Configure stand alone applications to gather requirements, 
store documents and increase project visibility

Analyzing…

Discuss what you’ve learned, what you can take back to 
the office and other automation that you find helpful

Finalizing…
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Citizen Developer

NO-CODE

Configuration Only

These types of apps are largely 
pre-built and only require 
configuration to operate. 

No-Code solutions can also include 
automation. Building automation 
by selecting pre-built triggers and 
actions allows less technical users 
to build powerful workflows without 
having to write a line of code. 

LOW-CODE

PowerFx / HTML / CSS

Low-Code solutions often extend 
No-Code applications. This 
allows users with advanced 
technical skills to write basic 
functions in order to customize 
their apps. 

LOW-IMPACT

Targeted Audience

No/Low-Code solutions aren’t 
usually built for scale. This 
means their target audience is 
typically built for a small user 
base. 

With such a low-impact to the 
business, it’s often not cost-
effective for IT teams to build or 
support a given solution. 

This provides Citizen Developers 
with a unique opportunity.

DIRECT EFFECT

Specific Function

Most No/Low-Code solutions 
are single function. This means 
that they only perform one task 
that would otherwise require 
significant human intervention. 

Direct effect applications are 
often built by the users that have 
the most knowledge of the 
process or task outcome.

Citizen Developers are moderately technical individuals with no coding experience that build applications and automation
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LARGE QUANTITY

Any process that requires 
significant number of records be 
created, modified or deleted is a 
great candidate for automation

ROUTINE

Processes that occur frequently 
with a standard set of rules and 

minimal variations make 
building automated logic simple

ESTABLISHED

Processes that well defined, 
understood and do not 

frequently change can be 
considered for automation

FIXED DATA

Processes that have structured 
data inputs like prescribed lists, 
digital forms, spreadsheets can 
be automatically analyzed for 

specific information

Marketing Leads

Address Changes

Ownership Assignment

Approvals (PTO, Reviews)

Weekly Status Reports

Marketing Emails

Password Changes

Batch Processes

Newsletters

Document Uploads

Contact Form Submissions

Customer Feedback Forms

Automation can be used to solve a lot of problems. Here are the areas where it is most effective: 

What Can Be Automated
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What to Avoid Automating
Automation can work wonders, but there are certain items where human involvement works better.

Citizen 
Developer

AI & Machine 
Learning

AI Requires A Lot of Data
Machine Learning Algorithms

Bad Process = Bad Outcome

Complex

Countless Exceptions

Numerous Downstream Impacts

Too Many Unknowns

Conversational

Areas to Build Trust

Requires back and forth 
communication
Compassion / Humanity

Everything

Costs Add Up

Duplicates Automation

Maintenance
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Adherence to Schedule
Description about a thing

Where Can BAs Develop the Most Value?
Aside from typical Business Analysis responsibilities, here are a few buildable scenarios that Citizen Developer BAs 
can automate to increase team productivity: 

Calculate Team Savings
Document current state work item counts, team 

meetings and velocity to show your positive impact

Document OKRs and Personal Metrics
Build charts and dashboards to record stories written, 

documents created, meetings facilitated and more  

Build Programmatic Task Lists 
Create ToDo Lists for follow ups and action items to set 

reminders and due dates with minimal effort

Automate Business Process Flows
Use tools like Visio and Power Automate to create 

automation based on a process flow without configuration

Organize Document Storage
Systematically create folder structures for new projects 
in Teams/SharePoint to keep your teams organized

Preset Communication
Build email templates, automatically send meeting 
minutes and status reports without manual intervention 

Easily Collaborate
Use tools like FindTime or Bookings to automatically 
schedule meetings with internal and external parties

Sync Calendars
Build automation to sync calendar appointments across 
organizations to reduce meeting conflicts and maintenance



Environment 
Setup
Workshop Lab 01 & Lab 02
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What is Microsoft 365
An operating system and bundled software applications to service anyone from individuals to global organizations

Personal Business

Combines Windows 365 & 
Office 365

Combines Windows 365, 
Security & Administration & 

Office 365
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Environment 
Tutorial



Environment 
Setup

Follow the instructions for Workshop Lab 01 

The intent of the lab is to set up and 
configure a Microsoft 365 Enterprise trial 

instance. 

This will be required to complete the rest 
of the labs in the workshop. You may 

continue to use the trial environment for 
up to 30 days after the workshop. 

30 Minutes
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What is Azure DevOps
Azure Boards

Store, organize and sort all project level requirements in a 
single backlog view. Plan Iterations and track story 

progress as the iteration continues.

Requirements & Planning

Azure Pipelines

Establish automation pipelines to validate, merge and 
deploy code without manual intervention

Code Deployment & Delivery Automation

Azure Repos

Store, branch and backup application code bases into a 
single or nested repository

Code Repository

Azure Test Plans

Test and validate user stories with either configured 
automated testing or with manual exploratory tests. Trace 

test cases back to stories and create regression suites of 
test cases. 

Manual & Exploratory Test Management

Azure Artifacts

Store and reuse common code elements to increase 
productivity, reduce risks and save time.

Common Code Packages
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Azure DevOps 
Tutorial



Azure DevOps 
Setup

Follow the instructions for Workshop Lab 02 

The objective of this exercise is to create 
your own Azure DevOps environment and 

build a Project. 

This will be tied to your Microsoft 365 
environment created in the previous lab. 

Azure DevOps will be configured as a 
private project so that only you may 

access it. It will be available as long as the 
trial user is active. 

30 Minutes
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Break Time
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Everyday 
Productivity 
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Microsoft Teams
Teams is designed to be the “single interface” for day-to-day office 

users, allowing project teams to work from one user interface

Microsoft Outlook
Outlook is great for email, but using certain Add-Ins can make 

team collaboration much easier

Create a New Team
Label the new team “Automation Workshop”

Create a New File
Create a Word or Excel file and review permissions

Map Azure DevOps to Teams
Use your new team and map Azure DevOps to it

Install FindTime Add-In
Stop wasting time trying to coordinate schedules

Install Polls by Microsoft Forms
Forget the voting buttons, gather quick intel with 

Microsoft Forms

Install Giphy Add-In
Keep your Meme game strong!



Bookings
Bookings allows clients to schedule time with you!

1. Open the Bookings app 
2. Launch a new Bookings Site 
3. Set up a new service 

Review the following

Lab Activities

Services

Staff

Business Hours

Meeting Invites
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Planner
Have stakeholders that just you don’t trust in DevOps? 

Use Planner instead!

ToDo
Finally, a place to put all those follow-ups gathered in meetings

Create a Planner Board
Label the new team “Automation Workshop”

Create Buckets for Workstreams
Create a Word or Excel file and review permissions

Add Planner Board to Teams
Use your new team and map Azure DevOps to it

Review ToDo Online App
Walkthrough the ToDo application and review 

capabilities

Assign Task in Planner to Self
Navigate to the Planner board created earlier 

and assign a task to yourself. Open ToDo. 

Flag an Email in Outlook
Flag an email for later follow-up and open ToDo
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OneDrive
Storing documents locally is like eating things off the floor. 

GROSS!

SharePoint
There’s nothing new under the sun. 

Everything that is old is new again. Like SharePoint. 

Sync OneDrive to Local Folder
Feels like you’re storing docs locally, but they’re 
automatically backed up to the cloud. 

Create and Share a File
Create a document and share a link to your file. 
Review the permissions to locate sharing options.

OneDrive is Mobile
Turn your phone into a scanner. Automatically 
document files, receipts, business cards, etc. 

Be Your Own Librarian
Review the Settings to indicate if you want to 

mandate document check outs

Create a SharePoint List
Excel is okay, but have you ever created a 

SharePoint list?

Create a SharePoint Flow
Automate New Document notifications
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Lunch



Email to 
DevOps

Follow the instructions for Workshop Lab 03 

The intent of the lab is move the contents 
of an email to Azure DevOps once it has 
been flagged and moved to a specific 

folder

This lab is to help Business Analysts that 
receive a significant amount of email 

automate the story creation as a 
placeholder for future conversation

30 Minutes
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Email to DevOps
Demo



E-Mail to DevOps
Workshop Lab 03



Survey to 
DevOps

Follow the instructions for Workshop Lab 04 

The objective of this exercise is to create a 
Microsoft Forms survey and automatically 

populate the responses in DevOps

Surveys allow stakeholders to make 
requests and identify bugs at their 

convenience, freeing up the Business 
Analyst from becoming a bottleneck and 

to focus on day-to-day responsibilities 

30 Minutes
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Survey to DevOps
Demo



Survey to DevOps
Workshop Lab 04
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BPMN Process
Using the “Microsoft 
Flow” template in the 
Visio desktop 
application, create a 
new process flow. The 
flow follows the 
Business Process Map 
Notation (BPMN)  

Use Connectors
Select the desired pre-
built application 
connectors to develop 
automation for each 
shape, including 
triggers, actions, 
conditions or terminals

Export Process
Once the process flow is 
complete with the 
desired actions select 
the Export option under 
the Process menu to 
export to Power 
Automate

Validate & Test
Name the automation in 
Power Automate. 
Validate all of the action 
connections, ensure the 
steps are complete, then 
Save and test the 
automation

Automate Business Processes
The Visio desktop application supports creating Business Process flowcharts and converting them to automation
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Notification of SharePoint Upload



Process to 
Automation

Demonstration



Automate 
Documentation
Follow the instructions for Workshop Lab 05 

The intent of the lab is use Power 
Automate Azure to automatically create an 
Word Document for all stories pertaining 

to one Persona

This lab is to help Business Analysts build 
regression documentation, User 

Acceptance Test guides or Release Notes

30 Minutes



Automate
Documentation

Workshop Lab 05



Q&A



AJ Hawley
Principal Consultant

Trendsparency

@betrendsparent
linkedin.com/in/hawleyaj/ 

https://betrendsparent.com

LetsChat@betrendsparent.com



Thank You!
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